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Abstract: This work focuses on determining semantically close words and using semantic similarity
in general in order to improve performance in information retrieval tasks. The semantic similarity of
words is an important task with many applications from information retrieval to spell checking or
even document clustering and classification. Although, in languages with rich linguistic resources,
the methods and tools for this task are well established, some languages do not have such tools. The
first step in our experiment is to represent the words in a collection in a vector form and then define
the semantic similarity of the terms using a vector similarity method. In order to tame the complexity
of the task, which relies on the number of word (and, consequently, of the vector) pairs that have to
be combined in order to define the semantically closest word pairs, A distributed method that runs
on Apache Spark is designed to reduce the calculation time by running comparison tasks in parallel.
Three alternative implementations are proposed and tested using a list of target words and seeking
the most semantically similar words from a lexicon for each one of them. In a second step, we employ
pre-trained multilingual sentence transformers to capture the content semantics at a sentence level
and a vector-based semantic index to accelerate the searches. The code is written in MapReduce, and
the experiments and results show that the proposed methods can provide an interesting solution for
finding similar words or texts in the Kazakh language.

Keywords: cosine; natural language processing; semantically close words; Apache Spark; FAISS; vector

1. Introduction

The range of natural language processing (NLP) tasks is very wide, comprising tasks
from document or collection level (e.g., text summarization, clustering or classification) to
sentence or word level (e.g., defining misspelled words, question-answering, etc.) [1]. As
in every machine learning task, one of the main challenges is to handle noise and outliers,
which in the case of NLP is expressed as misspelled words, out-of-vocabulary terms and,
in some cases, mistakes in the use of words with their proper meaning. Typical examples
comprise words that are improperly used in a context, words that cannot be found in the
dictionary or words with typos that may confuse grammatical, syntactic and semantic
parsers. In these cases, semantically close words are proposed by the authors to help reduce
the number of mistakes. In the current work, we examine semantic similarity in the context
of finding the most similar words for a given word, which can have many applications from
information retrieval and question answering to word replacement in paraphrasing tasks.

Words can be semantically close to each other by various features. For instance, two
objects can have the same color, shape, mass, etc. Therefore, the words in word embedding
space should be close to each other. However, according to [2], word frequency has an
influence on the direction of the vector. Even if words have the same meaning but are used
at a different frequency, their vectors can have different directions. The authors of work [2]
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tried to solve this issue. In [3], the authors tried to define word embedding for speech
signals. To accomplish this, they used RNN Encoder–Decoder framework, Skip-gram and
continuous bag-of-words methodologies.

Nowadays, there are various tools for the English language that can define semantically
close words. However, even if they show good results for the English language, they cannot
be applied for all languages as well. This is because different languages may have different
structures and follow different grammatic and syntactic rules. For instance, prepositions
in the English language are used as separate words, whereas in Kazakh, they can be part
of a word but not separate words. In order to demonstrate such difficulties, in the current
paper, we search for semantically close words in the Kazakh language. This has some
intrinsic difficulties mainly because of the use of different suffixes in a word stem that can
significantly change its meaning. Our main motivation for this research was to evaluate the
usability and performance of semantic search methods and tools and to provide a generic
approach that can be easily applied to any language.

The proposed methods aim to be precise and time efficient, and for this purpose, we
first represent words as vectors in a multidimensional space by using word embedding and
then compare word pairs using the popular similarity measure of cosine (the angle formed
by the two vectors). Since the computation time can vary depending on the dimension
of the vector and the number of vectors to compare, we propose three different methods
that parallel the cosine similarity computation task for multiple pairs. For this purpose,
we employ the Apache Spark distributed system, an analytic engine that allows for the
computation of tasks in parallel. It also provides interfaces for many popular programming
languages, like Python, R, Scala and Java.

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we first compile a
dataset comprising semantically similar words to several words of the Kazakh language and
use popular information retrieval metrics to compare the results. In order to evaluate the
time efficiency of the different implementations, we compare the time needed to perform
all the necessary comparisons. The contributions of this work can be summarized as
the following:

- We develop a new word pair dataset that contains semantically close words of the
Kazakh language.

- We propose and implement a method for finding semantically similar words and
evaluate its performance in terms of time complexity.

- We improve computation time for many word pairs by developing a parallelized
approach.

- We propose a processing pipeline for finding semantically similar documents in
languages with limited linguistic resources.

Although the proposed approach can be applied to any language that has the respec-
tive resources (e.g., pretrained word embedding or sentence transformers), we decide to test
it on the Kazakh language, which is a good example of a language with limited linguistic
resources.

In the following section, we perform an overview of works in the Kazakh language
that employ word embedding and define semantic similarity in the vector space as well
as works that parallelize the vector comparison tasks using a distributed architecture.
Section 3 provides the details of the proposed approach and discusses the implemented
methods and the materials we employed. Sections 4 and 5 explain the experimental setup
and discuss the results achieved so far. Finally, Sections 6 and 7 conclude the paper by
summarizing our findings.

2. Literature Review

Among the various works that have been published in the field of NLP in the Kazakh
language, we focus on those that relate to our work either in the way they define similarity
or in the way they parallelize tasks using distributed architectures. The authors in [4]
propose a method for sentiment analysis in excerpts from books written in Kazakh. Their
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approach was implemented using a distributed architecture on Apache Spark. On a
different task, parallelization is used via the Apache Hadoop framework in order to speed
up the task of face detection in public images [5].

Back to NLP tasks, it is evident that word-embedding models are frequently employed
for mapping words from the same or different languages to a common space of lower
dimensionality that allows for better capture of the semantic relatedness between the words.
The authors in [6] compared Skip-gram and continuous bag-of-words (CBOW) models and
claimed that Skip-gram has better accuracy, whereas the CBOW model can work faster.
In their task, the authors tried to map words from one language to another via a shared
representation. In particular, they considered Spanish, English, Czech and Vietnamese
and described a method in which each word was represented by a vector. In the resulting
spaces, the distances between the vectors (i.e., words) from different languages are kept
approximately the same as shown in Figure 1, which illustrates an example of how English
and Spanish words are projected on a 2-D plane. Therefore, the authors tried to find out
the shifts between the vectors by learning a transformation matrix. With the use of this
transformation matrix, a word can be translated from one language to another.
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In paper [7], the authors compared the models Skip-gram and CBOW. In their ex-
periment, the Skip-gram model showed higher accuracy, but its training time was longer.
Taking this into account, the authors proposed their own method, which combines two
models, to achieve high accuracy in a short time. The authors of work [8] showed several
methods for detecting similar words. The similarities can be identified by calculating the
cosine similarity or with the Euclidean, Manhattan, Hellinger, Bhattacharya and Kullback–
Leibler distances. Moreover, the authors showed how the computation time for computing
the similarity can be reduced. One method was based on the Hadoop framework, which
was used to parallelize the computation of the distances between pairs of vectors. Another
method was to neglect the zero coordinates of the vectors and use only the non-zero di-
mensions in the calculation of similarity, since the product of zero equals zero. The authors
in [9] classified comments with the Apache Spark framework. Particularly, they classified
comments that can offend people into six types.

Finally, the authors of [10] calculated the closeness of sentences in the Bengali language.
They collected sentences from various sources, like newspapers, Facebook comments and
posts, text conversations, etc. What is interesting with this work is that they defined the
closeness of two sentences using any of the following three methods: (a) cosine similarity
with no weighting, (b) IDF weighting and (c) part-of-speech weighting. In addition, they
defined word embedding for the Bengali language using Word2Vec, Glove and FastText.

A characteristic of the Kazakh language is that the meaning of a word is defined by the
main body of the word (i.e., stem or root word) but can change depending on the suffix. To
avoid the additional calculations needed for examining each word separately, researchers
can examine only the root word as given by the dictionaries [11–16]. Although most works
employ the vector representation model and cosine similarity measure to compare words
and find the related ones, there are a few more alternatives for comparing words. The
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authors in [17] designed a methodology that can be applied to evaluate the accuracy of
clustering publications. Their methodology used relatedness measures A, B, where A and
B can be citation-based relatedness measures. The author in [18] proposed a model that
can measure the relatedness of two sentences. The model had four layers with different
similarity features. The experiment showed that using multiple similarity features was
better than applying each measure separately. In [19], the authors employ the same lexical
thesaurus (i.e., Wordnet) and the list of senses it provides for each word and apply a set of
theory principles to define the similarity between the words. In [20], the authors employed
formal concept analysis in order to map words to a multidimensional space where each
word is evaluated for its relevance to a limited set of features (i.e., dimensions), such as
object, color, taste, price, etc., before comparing the resulting vector representations using a
fuzzy similarity measure that takes into account the maximum and minimum similarity in
each dimension.

Representing words or sentences in a vector-based format is the first step in facili-
tating information retrieval. The next step is to index these representations in a manner
that minimizes comparisons when searching for the most similar content and to optimize
the comparisons as much as possible. The subsections that follow describe two popular
document indexing and retrieval systems. The first is Facebook AI Similarity Search, which
provides a vector-based indexing mechanism for sentences or longer texts, and the second
is the Elasticsearch platform, which also provides a vector-based search mechanism. Both
of them are used for indexing document collections and performing information retrieval
tasks. Since semantically close words can be defined by neighboring vectors, the appropri-
ate indexing of these vectors can dramatically improve the search performance, and the
semanting-based results are expected to be better than searching with exact keywords.

2.1. Facebook AI Similarity Search

Facebook AI Similarity Search (FAISS) is a library that allows developers to search
for similar documents using a unique indexing mechanism. Using FAISS, both text and
multimedia documents can be indexed and searched. FAISS is written in C++, and since it
supports GPU, searching can be highly paralleled.

FAISS works with vector representations. Given a collection of text (or multimedia)
documents and a transformer mechanism, we are able to convert any document to a multi-
dimensional vector and index it in FAISS. Any query is similarly converted to a vector, and
the search for the most similar document is consequently based on the calculation between
the query and the document vectors. The FAISS library provides the following operations:

(1) Return not only the closest document but k the closest documents.
(2) Search several vectors in parallel. Hence, it can work faster rather than search sequen-

tially.
(3) The developer can decrease the precision of the result, but in that case, he/she can

obtain the result 10 times faster or use 10 times less memory.
(4) Instead of using Euclidean distance, can use maximum inner product search.
(5) Store the index on disk rather than on RAM.

FAISS was developed based on several research studies. For instance, the authors
of work [21] investigated nearest neighbor search. They considered various algorithms,
like Lloyd’s and hierarchical k-means (HKM). These algorithms have some disadvantages.
Therefore, the authors of work [21] proposed their solution. The authors of work [22], in
turn, proposed a method of re-ranking vectors with a limited amount of memory. The
advantage of their work is that data can be stored in memory. Hence, costly disk accesses
can be avoided. In addition, they developed a publicly available dataset of one billion
vectors with 128 dimensions. The authors of work [23] proposed the implementation of the
KNN algorithm on a GPU. Their implementation constructed a KNN graph on 95 million
images in 35 min and connected 1 billion vectors in less than 12 h on four Maxwell Titan X
GPUs [23]. The authors of work [24], in turn, have used FAISS to generate stories. In their
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system, the user enters some keywords. Then, the system should generate a story using
those keywords.

For comparison with our search system, FAISS was applied in our experiment.

2.2. Elasticsearch

Our next search system is called Elasticsearch. Elasticsearch is a searching platform
that is based on the Lucene library. People with the Elasticsearch platform can search
their documents and analyze them. Particularly, Elasticsearch has a Kibana dashboard
that can draw various diagrams. People can make decisions based on those diagrams. In
addition, Elasticsearch has analyzers for various languages. Strings can be processed using
the analyzers. For instance, the stemming of a word can be identified, HTML tags can
be deleted, and synonyms of words can be added. Documents in Elasticsearch can have
several fields. The user of the Elasticsearch platform can define a priority to each field
by himself/herself. Hence, the user of the Elasticsearch platform can manage the search
results. Elasticsearch also supports operations like “and”, “or” and “negation”, which can
expand or reduce the search area [25]. Elasticsearch added a vector search capability that
allows for searching of semantically similar terms.

All the aforementioned methods show that word embedding is a popular representa-
tion technique for defining word similarity, and text-relatedness metrics can be based on
them. In addition, they show that the parallelization of similarity calculations is feasible
with the use of a distributed platform and can significantly help in information retrieval
tasks. Sentence transformers can also be exploited to facilitate semantic search, especially
when they are combined with semantic indices. In the section that follows, we provide
more details on the proposed method that bridges the two state-of-the-art practices in
text representation and comparison into an integrated approach for defining semantically
related words and demonstrates its application in the Kazakh language.

3. Methods and Materials
3.1. Defining Similarities of Words

The vector representation of words can be learned using any of the existing word-
embedding techniques that are available in the literature [26]. In the current work, we used
the Skip-gram model and the NLPL word-embedding repository, which has a vocabulary
that contains 176,643 tokens. Semantically close words were defined as follows:

1. The list of 176,643 vectors contains one vector for each word. As a first step, for a
target word, we need to find its coordinates from the list. For example, a vector that
corresponds to the word ‘silver’ in a five-dimensional embedding space would be like
(−0.276359, −0.480686, −0.435527, 0.388631, 0.773380). However, the dimension of
the vectors we used was 100.

2. The next step is to calculate the cosine similarity between the vector of the target word
and the vectors of all words in the list. The cosine similarity is defined by Formula (1):

cos(α) =
a1b1 + a2b2 + · · ·+ a100b100√

a1
2 + a22 + · · · a100

2
√

b1
2 + b22 + · · · b100

2
(1)

where an, bn are the coordinates of two vectors. As an example, Table 1 contains the
cosine similarity of silver and sample words from the list. A higher cosine value (the
maximum is 1) corresponds to a higher degree of relation, whereas a lower value (i.e.,
close to 0) corresponds to less-related words.

3. After computing the cosine similarities for all pairs, we decide to keep the ten most-
related words for each target word. This means that, from the 176,643 cosine values
calculated for each word, we have to choose the words with the 10 maximum cosine
values.
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Table 1. Cosine values of silver and other words.

The First Word The Second Word Cosine Value

Silver Iron 0.84
Silver Banana 0.34
Silver Lead 0.87
Silver Apple 0.27
Silver Tree 0.12

In order to find the best 10 words, we implement three different strategies. In the first
strategy, the cosine value for the first pair of words (i.e., <target word, word1>) is set to be
the maximum value, and the comparison continues with the remaining words in the list.
Every time a word from the list is found to have a similarity value higher than the running
maximum value, the new value replaces the running maximum value, and the word is
chosen as the running best candidate. At the end of this process, the found best candidate
is removed from the list. The process is repeated as many times as needed (10 in our case)
to find the best candidates.

In the second method, we first compute the first 10 cosine values and store them in
a data structure (e.g., list) in a sorted way. Then, the 11th cosine value is compared with
the 10th value, then the 9th value and so on. If it is greater than the x-th value, then the
11th value is inserted into the sorted list and takes the place of element x, shifting all the
subsequent elements in the list. Then, the last value will be removed from the list. If the
11th value is smaller than any element in the sorted list, then the next element is compared
with the 10 elements in the list and so on.

In the third strategy, we calculate the cosine similarities between the target word and
all the words in the list in advance, and we then sort all these similarities using a Python
3 native sorting function. At the end, we keep the top 10 similarities and the respective
words. This strategy requires much more memory to store the long list of similarities but
processes the list of words once and runs the fastest possible sorting algorithm at the end
of this process.

For the evaluation of our results, we decided to compare our results with those of
methods that employ different word embedding in order to calculate semantic word
similarities. For this purpose, we employ Polyglot [27], a library of word embedding for
137 languages that provides 100,004 words of the Kazakh language, the embedding vectors
of dimension 64 each. In our experiments, we use polyglot embedding to calculate the
cosine similarities again and use the precision metric to evaluate the results. To calculate
the precision of semantically related words for each target word, we rank similar words
using their semantic relatedness, and consequently, each word is classified as related or not
related. The precision is calculated using Formula (2):

Precision = tp/(tp + fp) (2)

where tp corresponds to the true positives (i.e., predicted similar words that are evaluated
as similar by humans), and fp corresponds to the false positive examples (i.e., predicted
similar words that humans have not classified as similar). The resulting precision for
polyglot was equal to 88.61%, whereas the resulting precision for NLPL word embedding
was equal to 92.2%.

3.2. Parallelizing the Similarity Calculation Tasks

In order to execute the huge amount of cosine similarity calculations, we decide to par-
allelize the task on Apache Spark. Apache Spark works on the MapReduce programming
pattern, which processes the key value pairs.

In our experiment, the key was the word, and the value was the vector of the word. At
each round, the mapper receives key–value pairs one-by-one and calculates the cosine of
the target word’s vector and the received word’s vector. All these cosine values are stored
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as keys, and the respective word pairs as values. As a result, for each target word and the
respective vector, we compute 176,643 cosine values that must be sorted with one of the
strategies in order to choose the ten best keys from the list, which correspond to the words
that are the nearest words to the target word. To read the coordinates of the embedding
vectors, the textFile method of the SparkContext class is used. According to the Apache
Spark documentation [28], textFile reads a text file from a Hadoop-supported file system
URI and returns a resilient distributed dataset (RDD) of strings. After that, the map method
is called, which receives the coordinates of one vector and calculates the respective cosine
value. Figure 2 summarizes this process.
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3.3. Sentence Transformers and Experiment with FAISS

As it was mentioned above, FAISS is a library for indexing and searching documents
based on their vector representations. In order to test the applicability of the proposed
vector-based approach in defining semantic similarity, we perform an experiment in the
Kazakh language. For this purpose, we transform a large number of documents (titles of
Wikipedia articles written in Kazakh) into vectors using a sentence transformer. More specif-
ically, the model is the kaz-roberta-conversational sentence transformer for the Kazakh
language. The sentence transformer has been pre-trained on the CC-100 Monolingual
Dataset from Web Crawl Data, books, Leipzig Corpora Collection, Open Super-large
Crawled Aggregated coRpus and Kazakh News. The training dataset used in this case had
over 2 billion tokens and almost 18 million unique tokens.

The dump file of Wikipedia articles written in the Kazakh language contained
165,592 article titles in an XML format. After removing all the unnecessary tags and
other information using Python’s wiki_dump_reader library, we obtained the sentence
vector for each title. Figure 3 summarizes these statements.
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Then, the vectors were indexed with the FAISS library. Table 2 shows the result of
searching similar Wikipedia titles.

Table 2. Returned result with FAISS.

Query Returned Five Wikipedia Titles

Жypнaл (Journal) Жypнaл (Journal), Жypнaл жүpгiзy (Managing journal), Гaзeт (Newspaper),
Жypнaлиcтiк cayaл (Journalist question), Гaзeтaлap (Newspapers)

Kөлiк (Transport) Kөлiк (Transport), Kөлiк мaлы (Cattling transport), Kөлiк мaйы (Oil for transport),
Kөлiк құpылыcы (Transport structure), Aвтoкөлiк (Car)

Cпopт (Sport) Cпopт (Sport), Cпopт клaccификaцияcы (Sport classification), Cпopт opтaлығы (Sport
center), Cпopт гaзeтi (Sport newspaper), Cпopт жaбдықтapы (Sport equipment)

Жүзiмдi өcipy (Growing grapes) Жүзiм шapyaшылығы (Viticulture), Гүл өcipy (Breeding flowers), Ұзын өpкeндi өcipy
(Breeding long stem), Жылқы өcipy (Breeding horses), Ит өcipy (Breeding dogs)

Aғaшты бoяy (Painting tree) Aғaшты бoяy (Painting tree), Aғaштың бeзi (Tree gland), Aғaштapды caқинaлay
(Ringing tree), Aғaшты (tree), Aғaш өңдey (Tree processing)
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3.4. Experiment with Elasticsearch

The experimental evaluation of Elasticsearch was performed using the same dataset
of Wikipedia titles as with the semantic search and FAISS. Once again, we indexed the
titles of the Wikipedia articles, this time performing a full-text search, using the default
full-text search functionality (i.e., stemming and exact matching) of Elasticsearch. The main
objective was to compare the performance of the semantic (vector-based) search against the
respective performance of the full-text search. Table 3 shows the result of Elasticsearch.

Table 3. Returned result with Elasticsearch.

Query Returned Five Wikipedia Titles

Жypнaл (Journal) Mүғaлiм (жypнaл) (Teacher (journal)), Time (жypнaл) Time (journal), Taйм (жypнaл) Time
(journal), Элeктpoнды жypнaл (Electronic journal), Aйгөлeк (жypнaл) Aigolek (journal)

Kөлiк (Transport)

Kөлiк гeoгpaфияcы (transport geography), Kөлiк жәнe кoммyникaция кoллeджi (College of
Transport and Communication), Kөлiк тeхникacының энepгeтикaлық қoндыpғылapы
(Energetic equipment of transport), Оңтүcтiк Қaзaқcтaн oблыcының көлiк caлacы (Transport
aspects of south area of Kazakhstan), Бaтыc Еypoпa—Бaтыc Қытaй (көлiк жoлы) Western
Europe—Western China (car road)

Cпopт (Sport) Иeнгeн Cпopт (Hienghène Sport), Бaйдapкa (cпopт) Kayak (sport), Cпopт aлaңы (Sport field),
Cпopт құpылыcы (Sport construction), Cпopт ғимapaттapы (Sport buildings)

Жүзiмдi өcipy (Growing
grapes)

Бaқ өcipy (Growing garden), Maқтa өcipy (Growing cotton), Hyтpия өcipy (Growing nutria),
Құc Өcipy (Growing bird), Жүзiмдi ayылдық oкpyгi (Juzimdi rural district)

Aғaшты бoяy (Painting tree)
Бoяy (мaтaны бoяy) Painting (painting cloth), Бoяy қызылтaмыp (Painting by macrotomia
ugamensis), Қышқылдық бoяy (Acid dye), Бoяy қызылтaмыpы (Painting by macrotomia
ugamensis), Toмap Бoяy Kepмeк (Siberian statice)

4. Experimental Setup and Results

As mentioned above, the precision was calculated with the polyglot and NLPL word-
embedding models. Particularly, we first defined 99 common words, and for each one of
them, we defined nine semantically close words. When precision was calculated, words of
which we did not know the meaning were neglected. As a result, the polyglot model had
755 true positive and 97 false positive examples, whereas NLPL had 768 true positive and
65 false positive examples. The totals were different because we did not know the meaning
of some words and, therefore, how to classify those words. The resulting precision was
88.61% and 92.2% for polyglot and NLPL, respectively. To verify our result, semantically
close words were examined by other people as well. Their average precision was 84%.

A default Google Colab machine was used for the experiments. The free version with
the CPU processor was employed.

In the current paper, the time for computation of semantically close words was mea-
sured. Figures 4 and 5 show how much time was spent to identify semantically close words.
Figure 4 shows that the computation time was almost linearly related to the number of
target words. However, in some experiments, we had some slight variations. For instance,
to define semantically close words for six target words, it took approximately 345 s, whereas
for seven words, it took 334.37 s. Similarly, the computation time for eight words was also
not linear and took approximately 358.06 s.
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Table 4 shows examples of defined semantically close words with NLPL word embed-
ding.

Table 4. Semantically close words with NLPL word embedding.

Word Semantically
Close Word 1

Semantically
Close Word 2

Semantically Close
Word 3

Semantically
Close Word 4

Semantically
Close Word 5

Brave Brave By braveness By justice Heroes Of heroes
Scientific Scientific Of thesis Of thesis (plural form) Of monographs Most scientific
Big Big Little Huge Immense Very
Ancient Ancient In the past Old Middle ages Middle ages

Clean Clean From diamond Additional Because of not
allowed To gasoline

Table 5 shows examples of defined semantically close words with polyglot word
embedding.

Table 5. Semantically close words with polyglot word embedding.

Word Semantically
Close Word 1

Semantically
Close Word 2

Semantically
Close Word 3

Semantically
Close Word 4

Semantically
Close Word 5

Constant All General Exact Open Regularly
Scientific Exact Former Individually Some First

Big High Constant World All Individually
Ancient Bottom Natural Last First All
Clean Neighbors Next Wide Square Far

From Tables 4 and 5, we observed that NLPL and polyglot word embeddings showed
good results. For instance, in NLPL word embedding for the word brave, the semantically
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close words were by justice and heroes. In polyglot, for the word big, the semantically close
words were high and world. In polyglot, we also noticed that word-embedding words that
belong to the same part of speech are located closer than words of different parts of speech.

In the case of the document (i.e., title) search, all the experiments were performed on
Google Colab too; therefore, we had to install and import the respective libraries (FAISS,
Transformer, Elasticsearch 7.0.0) and then use it in our search task.

5. Discussion

Nowadays, there are various tools for defining semantically close words. However, an
algorithm of a certain tool cannot be applied for all languages because each language has
its own rules. In the current paper, semantically close words of the Kazakh language were
defined with three strategies.

According to Figure 5, among these three strategies, the first method was the fastest.
However, the running time of the first strategy depends on the number of vectors. Therefore,
if the dataset size is too large, it can lead to a long computation time.

The second strategy is more stable for dataset size because here, for comparison
cosines, we use just one iteration. The number of iterations does not depend on the dataset
size. The best case of this strategy is when maximum cosines are located at the beginning
of the dataset, whereas the worst case is when cosines are sorted in an opposite order than
the initial ten cosines.

The performance of the third strategy depends on the algorithm that is used in the
Python native sorted function. In addition, it requires more memory to store the result.
However, the advantage of this strategy is that more than ten semantically close words can
be defined.

In our experiment, to define semantically close words, the NLPL and polyglot word-
embedding models were used. The NLPL model showed slightly higher precision. How-
ever, the polyglot model located words with the same part of speech closer than other parts
of speech. Therefore, the application of the model depends on the task.

6. Application of the Experiment

The authors of work [29] had similar aims as the current paper. However, they used
continuous bag-of-words and Skip-gram models. The authors used word embedding to
find relevant tweets. The authors of work [30], in turn, performed sentiment analysis
of COVID-19 tweets. The authors of work [31] implemented three techniques to extract
features from news texts, and one of them was word embedding.

After the current experiment, semantically close words appeared. For one word, ten
semantically close words were defined. These semantically close words were used in the
search engine called Komekshy. Komekshy is a search engine that can be used to find
relevant Wikipedia articles. Komekshy uses semantically close words to expand the user’s
query. Particularly, the search engine will search not only entered words but semantically
close words as well. The result of the current experiment can directly influence the accuracy
of the search engine. For instance, from Table 4, we can observe that the semantically close
words of the word ancient were in the past, old and middle ages. If the user uses the word
ancient in a query, then Komekshy will also search that word from Wikipedia articles. In
the case where semantically close words are too general, not relevant Wikipedia articles
can be returned. Figure 6 shows how the search engine works.

To expand the user’s query, Komekshy will replace the original word with a semanti-
cally close word. As a result, from one query, several queries will appear.
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7. Conclusions

In the experiment of the current paper, vectors from the NLPL repository and polyglot
word embeddings were used. Those vectors were used to define semantically close words
of the Kazakh language. Semantically close words were defined by calculating the cosines
between the vectors and finding the 10 maximum cosines. If the number of vectors is
large, it can lead to a long calculation running time. Hence, to reduce that time, Apache
Spark was used. Apache Spark allows for the computation of the cosines of vectors on a
distributed system. Moreover, to avoid extra calculation, semantically close words were
defined only for lemmas. In the experiment, lemmas were taken from [11–16] dictionaries.
As a result of the experiment, semantically close words of 8497 words were defined. The
semantically close words were defined with three strategies. Among the three strategies,
the first strategy was the fastest. However, each method has its own peculiarity. Therefore,
the application of these strategies depends on the task. The precision of semantically close
words, respectively, was 88.61% and 92.2% for the NLPL and polyglot word-embedding
models. This was calculated by doing a survey. From Tables 4 and 5, we can observe the
semantically close words of the NLPL and polyglot word-embedding models.
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